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Morning has broken, like the first morning,
Blackbird has spoken, like the first bird.

Praise for the singing, praise for the morning,
Praise for them springing fresh from the word.

Sweet the rain's new fall, sunlit from heaven,
Like the first dew fall on the first grass.

Praise for the sweetness of the wet garden,
Sprung in completeness where His feet pass.

Mine is the sunlight, mine is the morning,
Born of the one light Eden saw play.

Praise with elation, praise every morning,
God's re-creation of the new day.

Cool the gray clouds roll, peaking the mountains,
Gull in her free flight, swooping the skies.

Praise for the mystery, misting the morning,
Behind the shadow, waiting to shine.

Mine is a turning, mine is a new life,
Mine is a journey closer to You.

Praise for the sweet glimpse, caught in a moment,
Joy breathing deeply, dancing in flight. (repeat)



Lord of all hopefulness, Lord of all joy,
whose trust, ever childlike, no cares could destroy,

be there at our waking, and give us, we pray,
your bliss in our hearts, Lord, at the break of the day.

Lord of all eagerness, Lord of all faith,
whose strong hands were skilled at the plane and the lathe,

be there at our labours, and give us, we pray,
your strength in our hearts, Lord, at the noon of the day.

Lord of all kindliness, Lord of all grace,
your hands swift to welcome, your arms to embrace,

be there at our homing, and give us, we pray,
your love in our hearts, Lord, at the eve of the day.

Lord of all gentleness, Lord of all calm,
whose voice is contentment, whose presence is balm,

be there at our sleeping, and give us, we pray,
your peace in our hearts, Lord, at the end of the day.



God be in my head

God be in my eyes

God be in my mouth

God be in my heart

God be at my end



But you can have a glass full:
Of stormy weather that blows your thoughts away,

Or the glimmering dawn and the drinking in of the new,
And the splosh of cool sea on skin,
When you finally got past going in,
And the hot gasp of Russian drink,

And the riotous rumba that followed,
And the draught of youth in the memory dip,

And the hidden tipple under age,
And the tepid tea of sheer content

And to hell with anything else,
And the drinking in at every pore
When you finally knew it was love.



When the white of blackthorn blossom
Turns the rush of bright cloud grey,
Then a door is shut and voices fade.

But look again and ashen blue
Frets the boughs and touches thorn

That once the skin of memory scarred
Then, see at last, with cobalt blast
The whole dark winter scurry past.

Tree brushed skyline shudders
Before the soak of rain

That is ever elsewhere’s gift
And stays till summer’s floury bake

Which I from elsewhere come and take
And the soak between may be and might be

Become a brush with beyond
And a soul shake.



Birds are wild,
Winds speak foreign,

Seasons are great rocks moving,
Unrelenting as gone love.

Buy me with foreign coin,
Crush me in the way,

Birds sing summer going
Their  flight inevitable.

I do not flee the ever of things,
The chaste delight of how they are,

But darkness deepens and night is long,
Stoke the fire to brightest burn.



There are nights that are so still
that I can hear the small owl calling

far off and a fox barking
miles away. It is then that I lie

in the lean hours awake listening
to the swell born somewhere in the Atlantic

rising and falling, rising and falling
wave on wave on the long shore

by the village, that is without light
and companionless. And the thought comes

of that other being who is awake, too,
letting our prayers break on him,

not like this for a few hours,
but for days, years, for eternity.



A child dwelling by the sea
Lonely by the sea

At night the waves bore me
Slowly to sleep

Waves ushered me deep
Into my dreams;

Winds arising enwhispered
My soul to slumber

Winds without number
All the dark they were there

Imparting their dirge song of care
Drearily affecting the bone
Wearily affecting the heart

As I lay alone.



With the morning they seemed to depart
With the dawning disperse

And I arose with the sun in my eyes
Sun in the eyes of the morning

And beloved were the beautiful cries
Sung of sweet birds in the dawning

Waves tenderly seemed to have cast me
High in a world of delight

A fair blush glowed on the cheeks of creation
Beauty I felt as an artic elation

Winds I believed the fleet breath of creation
Bone seemed a rampart of joy

Born to be trusted of men
All the light long alone in delight

Life in my arms I rode on the flood
And heart pounded in time with the sea
I remember, I shared a heart with the sea.









Early Spring Weather, by Roger

Donations will be given to the charities that Roger supported
together with a letter of thanks explaining

why their work was important to him

Practical Action, Afghanaid, Ethiopiaid,
Freedom from Torture, Concern Worldwide,

Kindu Trust (Ethiopia),
Environmental Investigation Agency,

Medical Aid for Palestinians, Survival International


